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Abstract. A search query, being a very concise grounding of user intent,
could potentially have many possible interpretations. Search engines
hedge their bets by diversifying top results to cover multiple such possi-
bilities so that the user is likely to be satisfied, whatever be her intended
interpretation. Diversified Query Expansion is the problem of diversify-
ing query expansion suggestions, so that the user can specialize the query
to better suit her intent, even before perusing search results. We propose
a method, Select-Link-Rank, that exploits semantic information from
Wikipedia to generate diversified query expansions. SLR does collective
processing of terms and Wikipedia entities in an integrated framework,
simultaneously diversifying query expansions and entity recommenda-
tions. SLR starts with selecting informative terms from search results of
the initial query, links them to Wikipedia entities, performs a diversity-
conscious entity scoring and transfers such scoring to the term space
to arrive at query expansion suggestions. Through an extensive empiri-
cal analysis and user study, we show that our method outperforms the
state-of-the-art diversified query expansion and diversified entity recom-
mendation techniques.

1 Introduction

Users of a search system may choose the same initial search query for varying
information needs. This is most evident in the case of ambiguous queries that
are estimated to make up one-sixth of all queries [24]. Consider the example
of a user searching with the query python. It may be observed that this is a
perfectly reasonable starting query for a zoologist interested in learning about the
species of large non-venomous reptiles1, or for a comedy-enthusiast interested in
learning about the British comedy group Monty Python2. However, search results
would most likely be dominated by pages relating the programming language3,
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pythonidae.
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monty Python.
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Python (programming language).
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that being the dominant interpretation (aka aspect) in the web. Search Result
Diversification (SRD) [5,29] refers to the task of selecting and/or re-ranking
search results so that many aspects of the query are covered in the top results;
this would ensure that the zoologist and comedy-fan in our example are not
disappointed with the results. If the British group is to be covered among the top
results in a re-ranking based SRD approach for our example, the approach should
consider documents that are as deep in the un-diversified ranked list as the rank
of the first result that relates to the group. In our exploration, we could not find
a result relating to Monty Python among the first five pages of search results for
python on Bing. Such difficulties in covering long tail aspects, as noted in [2], led
to research interest in a slightly different task attacking the same larger goal, that
of Diversified Query Expansion (DQE). Note that techniques to ensure coverage
of diverse aspects among the top results are relevant for apparently unambiguous
queries too, though the need is more pronounced in inherently ambiguous ones.
For an unambiguous query: python programming, there are many aspects based
on whether the user is interested in books, software or courses.

DQE is the task of identifying a (small) set of terms (i.e., words) to extend
the search query with, wherein the extended search query could be used in the
search system to retrieve results covering a diverse set of aspects. For our python
example, desirable top DQE expansion terms would include those relating to
the programming language aspect such as language and programming as well as
those relating to the reptile-aspect such as pythonidae and reptile. In existing
work, the extension terms have been identified from sources such as corpus doc-
uments [26], query logs [17], external ontologies [2,3] or the results of the initial
query [26]. The aspect-affinity of each term is modeled either explicitly [17,26]
or implicitly [2] followed by selection of a subset of candidate words using the
Maximum Marginal Relevance (MMR) principle [5]. This ensures that terms
related to many aspects find a place in the extended set. Diversified Entity Rec-
ommendations (DER) is the analogous problem where the output of interest is
a ranked list of entities from a knowledge base such that diverse query aspects
are covered among the top entities.

In this paper, we address the DQE and DER problems and develop a novel
method, Select-Link-Rank (SLR). Our main contributions are:

– A novel technique, SLR, for diversified query expansion and entity recom-
mendation that harvests terms from initial query results and prioritizes terms
and entities using the Wikipedia graph in a diversity conscious fashion. Our
method does not require query logs or supervision and thus is immune to cold
start issues.

– We present an empirical evaluation including a user study that illustrates that
SLR’s DQE results as well as the entity ranking results are much superior than
those of the respective baselines. This establishes SLR as the method of choice
for DQE and DER.
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2 Related Work

We will start by scanning the space of SRD methods, followed by a detailed
analysis of techniques for DQE/DER.

SRD: Search Result Diversification is the task of producing a result set such that
most aspects of the query are covered. The pioneering SRD work [5] proposed the
usage of the MMR principle in a technique that targets to reduce the redundancy
among the top-results as a method to implicitly improve aspect representation:

arg max
d

λ × S1(d,Q) − (1 − λ) × max
d′∈S

S2(d, d′)

In MMR, the next document to be added to the result set, S, is determined as
that maximizing a score modeled as the relevance to the query (S1) penalized by
the similarity (S2) to already chosen results in S. A more recent SRD method
uses Markov Chains to reduce redundancy [29]. Since then, there have been
methods to explicitly model query aspects and diversify search results using
query reformulations [20], query logs [11] and click logs [15], many of which use
MMR-style diversification.

DQE/DER: Diversified Query Expansion, a more recent task as well as the
problem addressed in this paper, starts from a query and identifies a set of
terms that could be used to extend the query that would then yield a more
aspect-diverse result set; thus, DQE is the diversity-conscious variant of the
well-studied Query Expansion problem [8]. Table 1 summarizes the various DQE
methods in literature. Drawing inspiration from recent interest in linking text
with knowledge-base entities (notably, since ESA [13]), BHN [2] proposes to
choose expansion terms from the names of entities in the ConceptNet ontology,
thus generating expansion terms that are focused on entities. BLN [3] extends
BHN to use Wikipedia and query logs in addition to ConceptNet; the Wikipedia
part relies on being able to associate the query with one or more Wikipedia pages,
and uses entity names and representative terms as candidate expansion terms
from Wikipedia. While such choices of expansion terms make BHN and BLN
methods suitable for entity recommendations (i.e., DER), the limited vocabulary
of expansion terms makes it a rather weak query expansion method. For exam-
ple, though courses might be a reasonable expansion term for python under the
computing aspect, BHN/BLN will be unable to choose such words since python
courses is not an encyclopaedic concept to be an entity in the ConceptNet or
Wikipedia. The authors in [3] note that the BLN-Wiki is competitive with BHN
in cases where the query corresponds to a known Wikipedia concept, and that
BHN performs better in general cases. We will use BHN as an entity ranking
(DER) baseline in our experiments.

LBSN [17] gets candidate expansion terms from query logs. Such direct reuse
of search history is not feasible in cold start scenarios and cases where the search
engine is specialized enough to not have a large enough user base (e.g., single-user
desktop search) to accumulate enough redundancy in query logs; our method,
SLR, targets more general scenarios where query logs may not be available.
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Table 1. Techniques for Diversified Query Expansion

Methoda User Data
Reqd

External
Resource Reqd

Source of Exp.
Terms

Remarks

BHN [2] (DER
Baseline)

− ConceptNet Entity Names Expansion
terms from
the small
vocabulary of
entity names

tsxQuAD[26]
(DQE
Baseline)

Sub-topics
(i.e., aspects)
and sub-topic
level relevance
judgements

− Documents Relevance
judgements
are often
impractical to
get, in real
systems

LBSN [17] Query Logs − Query Logs Cold start
issue, also
inapplicable
for small-scale
systems

BLN [3] Query Logs ConceptNet
Wikipedia

Entity Names,
Categories,
Query Logs
etc

Expansion
terms from
small
vocabulary as
BHN and
query log
usage as
LBSN

SLR (Ours) − Wikipedia Documents

When the authors have not used a name for a method, we will refer to it using the
combination of first characters of author names

tsxQuAD[26], another DQE method, is designed to use terms from corpus docu-
ments to expand the query, making it immune to the small vocabulary problem
and useful in a wide range of scenarios, much like the focus of SLR. However,
tsxQuAD works only for queries where the set of relevant documents are avail-
able at the aspect level. Given that, if each result document retrieved for the
initial query may be deemed relevant to at least one aspect, a topic learner such
as LDA [1] may be used to partition the results into topical groups by assign-
ing each document to the topic with which it has the highest affinity. Since
such topical groups are likely to be aspect-pure, such result partitions can be
fed to tsxQuAD to generate expansion terms without usage of relevance judg-
ments. We will use the LDA-based tsxQuAD as the baseline DQE technique for
our experiments. Another related work is that of enhancing queries using entity
features and links to entities [9], which may then be processed using search
engines that have capabilities to leverage such information; we, however, target
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the DQE/DER problem where the result is a simple ordered list of expansion
terms or entities.

Wikipedia for Query Expansion: Apart from BLN, there has been previ-
ous work on using Wikipedia for Query expansion, such as [28]. This work uses
Wikipedia documents, differently weighted by the structure of Wikipedia docu-
ments, in a pseudo-relevance feedback framework; it may be particularly noted
that, unlike the approaches discussed so far, this work does not address the
diversity factor.

DQE Uptake Model: The suggested uptake model for DQE as used in most
methods (e.g., [2]) is that the original search query (e.g., python) be appended
with all the terms4 in the result (e.g., language, monty) to form a single large
query that is expected to produce a result set encompassing multiple aspects.
While this may be a good model for search engines that work on a small corpus,
we observe that such extended queries are not likely to be of high utility for large-
scale search engines. This is so since there is a likelihood of a very rare aspect in
the intersection of multiple terms in the extended query that would most likely
end up being the focus of the search since search engines do not consider terms
as being independent. Figure 1 illustrates a couple of such examples, where very
rare and non-noteworthy aspects form part of the top results. Thus, we focus
on the model where terms in the DQE result set be separately appended to the
initial query to create multiple aspect-pure queries.

Fig. 1. Sample results from extended queries

3 Problem Formulation

Given a document corpus D and a query phrase Q, the diversified query expan-
sion (DQE) problem requires that we generate an ordered (i.e., ranked) list of
expansion terms E. Each of the terms in E may be appended to Q to create an
extended query phrase that could be processed by a search engine operating over
D using a relevance function such as BM25 [27] or PageRank [18]. The ideal E is

4 Terms may have associated weights.
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that ordering of terms such that the separate extended queries formed using the
top few terms in E are capable of eliciting documents relevant to most aspects of
Q from the search engine. Typically, users are interested in perusing only a few
expansion possibilities; thus, a quality measure for DQE is the aspect coverage
achieved over the top-k terms for an appropriate value of k such as 5. Diversified
entity recommendation (DER) is the analogous problem of generating an ordered
list of entities, E , from an ontology (Wikipedia, ConceptNet etc.) such that most
diverse aspects of the query are covered among the top few entities.

4 Select-Link-Rank: Our Method

Figure 2 outlines the flowchart of SLR. Given a search query, SLR starts by
selecting informative terms (i.e., words or tokens) from the results returned by
the search engine using a statistical measure. Since we use a large number of
search results in the select phase to derive informative terms from, we expect to
cover terms related to most aspects of the query. A semantic footprint of these
terms is achieved by mapping them to Wikipedia entities in the Link Phase.
The sub-graph of Wikipedia encompassing linked entities and their neighbors is
then formed. The Rank phase starts by performing a diversity-conscious scor-
ing of entities in the entity sub-graph. Specifically, since distinct query aspects
are expected to be semantically diverse, the Wikipedia entity sub-graph would
likely comprise clusters of entities that roughly map to distinct query aspects.
The vertex-reinforced random walk (VRRW) ensures that only a few represen-
tatives of each cluster, and hence aspect, would get high scores; this produces
an aspect-diversified scoring of entities. Such a diversified entity scoring is then
transferred to the term space in the last step, achieving a diversified term rank-
ing. In the following sections, we will describe the various phases in SLR. We
will use the ambigious query jaguar as an example to illustrate the steps in SLR;
jaguar has multiple aspects corresponding to many entities bearing the same
name. These include an animal species5, a luxury car manufacturer6, a formula
one competitor7, a video game console8 and an American professional football
franchise9 as well as many others.

4.1 Select: Selecting Candidate Expansion Terms

We first start by retrieving the top-K relevant documents to the initial query Q,
denoted by ResK(Q,D) from a search engine operating on D. From those docu-
ments, we then choose T terms whose distribution among the top-K documents
contrasts well from their distribution across documents in the corpus. This diver-
gence is estimated using the Bo1 model [14], a popular informativeness measure
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaguar.
6 http://www.jaguar.co.uk/.
7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaguar Racing.
8 http://www.retrogamer.net/profiles/hardware/atari-jaguar-2/.
9 http://www.jaguars.com/.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaguar
http://www.jaguar.co.uk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaguar_Racing
http://www.retrogamer.net/profiles/hardware/atari-jaguar-2/
http://www.jaguars.com/
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of the SLR algorithm.

that uses Bose-Einstein statistics to quantify divergence from randomness as
below:

Bo1(t) = f(t, ResK(Q,D)) × log2
1 + (f(t,D)/|D|)

f(t,D)/|D| + log2(1 + (f(t,D)/|D|))

where f(a,B) denotes the frequency of the term a in the document collection
represented by B. Thus, f(t,D)/|D| denotes the normalized frequency of t in D.
To ensure all aspects of Q have a representation in ResK(Q,D), K needs to be
set to a large value; we set both K and T to 1000 in our method. The selected
candidate terms are denoted as Cand(Q,D). The top Bo1 words for our example
query jaguar included words such as panthera (relating to animal), cars, racing,
atari (video game) and jacksonville (American football).

Remarks: Starting with the top documents from a standard search engine allows
our approach to operate as a layer on top of standard search engines. This is
important from a practical perspective since disturbing the standard document
scoring mechanism within search engines would require addressal of indexing
challenges entailed, in order to achieve acceptable response times. Such consid-
erations have made re-ranking of results from a baseline relevance-only scoring
mechanism a popular paradigm towards improving retrieval [5,23].

4.2 Link: Linking to Wikipedia Entities

In this phase, we link each term in Cand(Q,D) to one or more related Wikipedia
entities. Since our candidate terms are targeted towards extending the original
query, we form an extended query for each candidate term by appending the term
to Q. We leverage entity linking methods, such as TagMe [12] and [10], which
match small text fragments with entity descriptions in Wikipedia to identify top-
related entities. At the end of this phase each term t in Cand(Q,D) is associated
with a set of entities, t.E. We use r(t, e) to denote the relatedness score between
term t and entity e (in t.E) as estimated by the entity linking technique.

For our example, panthera got linked to the Jaguar and Panthera entities
whereas cars brought in entities such as Jaguar Cars and Jaguar E-type. The
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racing related entities were Jaguar Racing and Tom Walkinshaw Racing. Jaguar
E-type was observed to be a type of Jaguar car, whereas Tom Walkinshaw Racing
is an auto-racing team very closely associated with Jaguar Racing.

4.3 Rank: Ranking Candidate Terms

This phase forms the crux of our method and comprises four sub-phases.

Wikipedia Subgraph Creation: In this phase, we first construct a subgraph
G(Q) = {V (Q), E(Q)} of the Wikipedia entity network W = {VW , EW }. In
W , each Wikipedia page (entity) is a node in VW and there is a directed edge
(e, e′) ∈ EW if an outward hyperlink from e ∈ VW to e′ ∈ VW exists. G(Q) is
a subgraph of W spanning entities that are linked to terms in Cand(Q,D) and
their directly related neighbors. More specifically, V (Q) = N1 ∪ N2 where

N1 = {∪t∈Cand(Q,D)t.E} (1)
N2 = {e | ∃e′ ∈ N1, e �∈ N1, (e′, e) ∈ EW } (2)

The edge set E(Q) is the set of all edges (i.e., Wikipedia links) between nodes
in V (Q). Here, N1 captures entities linked to candidate terms. N2 brings in their
one-hop outward neighbors. In other words, N2 contains entities that are directly
related to the linked entities and could therefore enrich our understanding of the
aspects related to the query. The inclusion of one-hop neighbors, while being
a natural first step towards expanding the concept graph, subsumes inclusion
of all nodes along two-hop paths between nodes in N1; the latter heuristic has
been used in knowledge graph expansion in [22]. For the jaguar example, N2

was seen to comprise entities such as Formula One that was found to connect to
both Jaguar Racing and Jaguar Cars entities, thus uncovering the connection
between their respective aspects.

Entity Importance Weights: In this sub-phase, we set a weight to each node
(i.e., entity) in G(Q) based on its estimated importance. We start with assigning
weights to entities that are directly linked to terms in Cand(Q,D):

wt′(e ∈ N1) =

∑
t∈Cand(Q,D) I(e ∈ t.E) × r(t, e)

∑
e′∈N1

∑
t∈Cand(Q,D) I(e′ ∈ t.E) × r(t, e′)

where I(.) is the identity function. Thus, the weight of each entity in N1 is set
to be the sum of the relatedness scores from each term that links to it. This is
normalized by the sum of weights across entities in N1 to yield a distribution
that sums to 1.0. The weights for those in N2 uses the weights of N1 and is
defined as follows:

wt′(e ∈ N2) =
max{wt(e′)|e′ ∈ N1, (e′, e) ∈ E(Q)}

∑
e′′∈N2

max{wt(e′)|e′ ∈ N1, (e′, e′′) ∈ E(Q)}
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Thus, the weight of nodes in N2 is set to that of their highest scored10

inward neighbor in N1, followed by normalization. In the interest of arriving
at an importance probability distribution over all nodes in G(Q), we do the
following transformation to estimate the final weights:

wt(e) =

{
α × wt′(e) e ∈ N1

(1 − α) × wt′(e) e ∈ N2

(3)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that determines the relative importance between
directly linked entities and their one-hop neighbors. Intuitively, this would be
set to a high value to ensure directly linked entities have higher weights.

Vertex Reinforced Random Walk: Our goal in this step is to rank the linked
entities based on their diversity and relevance. For that purpose, the nodes in
G(Q) are scored using a diversity-conscious adaptation of PageRank that does a
vertex reinforced random walk (VRRW) [19]. While in PageRank the transition
probability p(e, e′) between any two nodes e, e′ is static, in VRRW, the transition
probability to a node (entity) e′ is reinforced by the number of previous visits to
e′. The impact of this reinforcement can be seen in Fig. 3, wherein the weights
are redistributed to a more mutually diverse set of nodes.

To formalize VRRW, let p0(e, e′) be the transition probability from e to
e′ at timestamp 0, which is the start of the random walk. In our problem,
p0(e, e′) ∝ wt(e′). Now, let NT (v) be the number of times the walk has vis-
ited e′ up to time T . Then, VRRW is defined sequentially as follows. Initially,
∀e ∈ V (Q), N0(e) = 1. Suppose the random walker is at node e at the current
time T . Then, at time T + 1, the random walk moves to some node e′ with
probability pT (e, e) ∝ p0(e, e′)NT (e′). Furthermore, for each node in V (Q), we
also add a self edge. VRRW is therefore generalized as follows.

pT (e, e′) = λ wt(e′) + (1 − λ)
wt(e′)NT (e′)

DT (e)
(4)

Fig. 3. The three nodes (shaded) with the highest scores in PageRank vis-a-vis VRRW.

10 The other option, using sum instead of max, could cause some highly connected
nodes in N2 to have much higher weights than those in N1.
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where DT (e) =
∑

(e,e′)∈E(Q) wt(e′)NT (v) is the normalizing term. Here, λ is the
teleportation probability, which is also present in PageRank. (1 − λ) represents
the probability of choosing one of the neighboring nodes based on the reinforced
transition probability. However, with probability λ the random walk chooses to
restart from a random node based on the initial scores of the nodes. If the network
is ergodic, VRRW converges to some stationary distribution S(·) after a large T ,
i.e., S(e′) =

∑
e∈V (Q) pT (e, e′)S(e) [19]. Furthermore,

∑
∀e∈V (Q) S(e) = 1. The

higher the value of S(e) of an entity e, the more important e is. The top scored
entities (nodes) at the end of this phase, E, form the entity recommendation
(DER) output of SLR. The top-5 entities for our example query were found to
be: Jaguar Cars, Jaguar (the entity corresponding to the animal species), Atari
Jaguar (video game), Jaguar Racing and Jacksonville Jaguars.

Why does VRRW favor representativeness? As in PageRank, nodes with
higher centralities get higher weights due to the flow arriving at these nodes.
This, in turn results in larger visit counts (NT (v)). When the random walk
proceeds, the nodes that already have high visit counts tend to get an even higher
weight. In other words, a high-weighted node starts dominating all other nodes
in its neighborhood; such vertex reinforcement induces a competition between
nodes in a highly connected cluster leading to an emergence of a few clear leaders
per cluster as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Diversified Term Ranking: The DQE output, E, is now constructed using
the entity scores in S(.). In the process of constructing E, we maintain a set of
entities that have already been covered by terms already chosen in E as E.E. At
each step, the next term to be added to E is chosen as follows:

t∗ = arg max
t∈Cand(Q,D)

∑

e∈t.E

I(e �∈ E.E) × r(t, e) × S(e)

Informally, we choose terms based on the sum of the scores of linked entities
weighted by relatedness (i.e., r(t, e)), while excluding entities that have been
covered by terms already in E to ensure diversification. The generation of E,
the DQE output, completes the SLR pipeline. The top-5 expansion terms for
the jaguar query were found to be: car, onca11, atari, jacksonville, racing. It is
notable that despite cars and racing aspects being most popular on the web,
other aspects are prioritized higher than racing when it comes to expansion
terms. This is so due to the presence of entities such as Formula One in the
entity neighborhood (i.e., N2) that uncover the latent connection between the
racing and cars aspects; VRRW accordingly uses the diversity criterion to attend
to other aspects after choosing cars, before coming back to the related racing
aspect.

11 P. Onca is the scientific name of the wild cat called Jaguar.
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Algorithm 1. Select-Link-Rank
Input: Query Q, corpus D

Output: List of diversified expansion terms, E, and diversified entities, E
Select Phase

1. Retrieve K result documents for search query Q
2. Select T informative terms from them as Cand(Q,D)

Link Phase

3. Link each term t in Cand(Q,D) to Wikipedia

4. Let linked entities be t.E and relatedness score be r(t, e)

Rank Phase

5. Construct G(Q), graph of linked entities and neighbors

6. Score each entity using relatedness to linked terms

7. Perform VRRW on G(Q), entity scores initialized using (6)

8. Collect the top-scored entities based on VRRW scores as E
9. Construct E, a diversified term ranking using entity scores and term-entity relatedness.

4.4 Summary and Remarks

The various steps in SLR and their sequence of operation are outlined in the
pseudocode in Algorithm 1. It may be noted that we do not make use of wikipedia
disambiguation pages in SLR.

5 Experiments

Experimental Setup. We use the ClueWeb09 [7] Category B dataset com-
prising 50 million web pages in our experiments. In SLR, we use the publicly
accessible Indri interactive search interface for procuring initial results. This
was followed by usage of a simple custom entity linker based on Apache Lucene
[16]; specifically, all entities were indexed by text fields. For parameters, we set
K = K ′ = 1000, α = 0.65 and λ = 0.25 unless mentioned otherwise. We con-
sistently use a query set of 15 queries gathered across motivating examples in
papers on SRD and DQE.

We compare our DQE results against LDA-based tsxQuAD [26] where we set
the #topics to 5. SLR’s DER results are compared against that of BHN [2]. For
both tsxQuAD and BHN, all parameters are set to values recommended in the
respective papers.

Our primary evaluation is based on a user study where users are requested to
choose from between our method and the baseline when shown the top-5 results
from both. The user study was rolled out to an audience of up to 100 technical
people (grad students and researchers) of whom around 50% responded. All
questions were optional; thus, some users only entered responses to a few of the
queries. Since the user study was intended to collect responses at the result-set
level to reduce the number of entries in the feedback form, we are unable to
use evaluation measures such as α-NDCG that require relevance judgements at
the level of each result-aspect combination. Apart from the user study, we also
perform an automated diversity evaluation focused on the DQE task.
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Table 2. #Votes from User Study: Expansions (SLR vs.tsxQuAD) &Entities (SLR vs.
BHN)

Query Information DQE Expansions Eval. DER Entities Eval.

Sl# Query SLR tsxQuAD SLR BHN

1 coke 37 6 40 11

2 fifa 2006 40 3 33 18

3 batman 32 11 49 2

4 jennifer actress 40 3 48 3

5 phoenix 39 4 42 10

6 valve 38 5 40 12

7 rock and roll 40 3 46 4

8 amazon 39 4 39 13

9 washington 37 6 38 12

10 jaguar 37 6 46 5

11 apple 30 14 41 9

12 world cup 36 8 50 1

13 michael jordan 39 4 36 13

14 java 41 2 41 9

15 python 39 4 25 26

Average 37.6 5.53 40.9 9.87

Percentage 87% 13 % 81% 19 %

5.1 User Study

Expansion Quality Evaluation (DQE). First, we compare the quality of
SLR results against those of tsxQuAD over the dataset of 15 queries. For each
query, we generate the top-5 recommended expansions by both methods and
request users to choose the method providing better recommendations. The
number of votes gathered by each technique is shown in Table 2. The exact
recommended expansions, along with all details of the user study, can be found
at a web page12. SLR is seen to be preferred over tsxQuAD across all queries.

Entity Quality Evaluation (DER). We compare the DER output from
SLR against the entity ranking from BHN. We follow a similar approach as
in the expansion evaluation to elicit user preferences. Table 2 suggests that users
strongly prefer SLR over BHN on 14 queries while being ambivalent about the
query “python”. Our analysis revealed that BHN had entities focused on the
reptile and the programming language, while our method also had results per-
taining to a British comedy group, Monty Python; we suspect most users were

12 https://sites.google.com/site/slrcompanion2016/.

https://sites.google.com/site/slrcompanion2016/
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(a) Jaccard Similarity (b) Dexter Similarity

Fig. 4. Diversity Analysis, SLR vs tsxQuAD

unaware of that aspect for python, and thus did not credit SLR for considering
that.

5.2 Automated Diversity Evaluation

We further evaluate the performance of SLR with respect to the diversity of
the aspects represented by the expansion terms and their relevance. Since all
previous efforts on DQE use evaluation measures that are based on expensive
human-inputs in the form of releveance judgements (e.g., [4,21]), we now devise
an intuitive and automated metric to evaluate the diversity of DQE results by
mapping them to the entity space where external entity relatedness measures
can be exploited. Consider the top-k query expansions as E; we start by finding
the set of entity nodes associated with those expansions, N. We then define
an entity-node relevance score rE(n) as the sum of its relevance scores across
its associated expansions; i.e., rE(n) =

∑
e∈E

r(e, n). Let S(ni, nj) denote an
entity-pair semantic relatedness estimate from an external oracle; our quality
measure is:

Q(E,N) =
1

(|N|
2

)
∑

(ni,nj)∈N

rE(ni) × rE(nj) × exp(−S(ni, nj))

where exp(−S(ni, nj)) is a positive value inversely related to similarity between
the corresponding entities. Intuitively, it is good to have highly relevant entities
to be less related to ensure that entity-nodes in N are diverse. Thus, higher
values of the Q(., .) metric are desirable. We use two versions of Q by separately
plugging in two different estimates of semantic similarity to stand for the oracle:

SJ(ni, nj) =
ni.neighbors ∩ nj .neighbors

ni.neighbors ∪ nj .neighbors

SD(ni, nj) = Dexter(ni, nj)

where n.neighbors indicate the neighbors of the node n according to the
Wikipedia graph, and Dexter(., .) denotes the semantic similarity from
Dexter [6].
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Figures 4(a) and (b) show the expansion qualities based on Jaccard and Dex-
ter respectively for the SLR and tsxQuAD methods. As can be seen, regardless of
the parameter values, or the quality metric used, SLR consistently outperforms
tsxQuAD by a significant margin. Infact, for some cases, SLR outperforms it by
such a large margin that the corresponding bars in the figures been segmented
for better visualization.
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Fig. 5. Stability of the SLR algorithm.

5.3 SLR Parameter Sensitivity Analysis

Finally, we analyze the stability of SLR DQE against the two parameters that
it requires: the teleportation probability λ, and the weighting factor α. Stability
is defined as the fraction of common recommendations in the top-20 expansions
produced at two different parameter values. We consider the default setting as
reference, and measure stability against of results at altered parameter values
against the reference. The results in Figs. 5(a) and (b) indicate that SLR is stable
across wide variations of both parameters, achieving a stability of up to 0.95.
Similar trends were recorded for SLR DER.

5.4 Computational Cost Analysis

Although computational efficiency is not the focus of this work, we attempt to
provide a brief analysis of the computational costs of our algorithm.

– The Select phase uses the Indri Search Engine to run the queries, which
combines language modeling and inference network approaches to perform the
search. Interested readers may refer [25] for performance numbers. Selection
of K ′ terms from K retrieved documents can be performed using a heap, at a
cost of K.Lavg + Wu.log(K ′), where Lavg is the mean count of non stop-words
per document and Wu is the total number of unique words.
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– In the Link phase, each of the K ′ chosen terms from the previous phase
are used to expand queries and link to entities. This is performed using a
reverse index from words to Wiki pages and a scoring mechanism such as
TF-IDF. Computational costs depend on the number of candidate pages,
which is roughly proportional to the total number of pages (with a very small
constant), and inversely to the vocabulary of the corpus (number of unique
words).

– Under the Rank phase, let us consider a subgraph of size |S| nodes, on which
DivRank is executed. With the matrix implementation of DivRank, the total
computational cost is ∝ |S|2 per iteration. In practice, we found all our sub-
graphs to reasonably converge in less than 15 iterations, leading to very fast
computations in the order of a few seconds.

5.5 Discussion

Our user study on both expansions and entities indicate that SLR results out-
perform other methods. SLR is also seen to perform better on automated diver-
sity evaluation measures. These results establish two key properties of the pro-
posed technique. First, the Wikipedia entity network is a meaningful resource to
understand the various aspects of a query. Second, VRRW is effective in mining
accurate representatives of the various aspects related to the query. Overall, the
empirical analysis establishes that entities may be leveraged towards providing
good term-level abstractions of diverse user intents.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we considered the problem of Diversified Query Expansions
and developed a method that leverages semantic information networks such
as Wikipedia towards providing diverse and relevant query expansions. Our
method, SLR, exploits recent technical advancements across fields such as entity
analysis, NLP and graph traversals using a simple 3-phase select-link-rank frame-
work. The SLR query expansion and entity recommendations were seen to out-
perform respective baselines by large margins, on a user study as well as on an
automated diversity evaluation. These establish SLR as the method of choice
for DQE and diversified entity recommendations. As future work, we intend to
look at extending SLR to exploit structured domain-specific knowledge sources
to enhance usability for specialized scenarios such as intranet search. We are cur-
rently exploring integrated graph-based visualization of DQE results and entity
recommendations.
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